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Abstract. We derive and discuss a new type of N = 2 supersymmetric quantum me-
chanical sigma models which appear when the superfield action of the (1,2,1) multiplets
is modified by adding an imaginary antisymmetric tensor to the target space metric, thus
completing the latter to a non-symmetric Hermitian metric. These models are not equiv-
alent to the standard de Rham sigma models, but are related to them through a certain
special similarity transformation of the supercharges. On the other hand, they can be ob-
tained by a Hamiltonian reduction from the complex supersymmetric N = 2 sigma models
built on the multiplets (2,2,0) and describing the Dolbeault complex on the manifolds with
proper isometries. We study in detail the extremal two-dimensional case, when the target
space metric is defined solely by the antisymmetric tensor, and show that the corresponding
quantum systems reveal a hidden N = 4 supersymmetry.
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1 Introduction

Supersymmetric quantum mechanical (SQM) sigma models have been studied for more than 30
years. The Lagrangian of the simplest and most known model of this type has the form [12]

L = −1

2

∫
dθ̄dθ gMN (X)DXMD̄XN , (1.1)

where XM are the (1,2,1) superfields of one-dimensional N = 2 supersymmetry2,

XM = xM + θψM + ψ̄M θ̄ + FMθθ̄, (1.2)

and D, D̄ are the d = 1 superspace covariant derivatives,

D =
∂

∂θ
− iθ̄ ∂

dt
, D̄ = − ∂

∂θ̄
+ iθ

∂

dt
.

In components, this gives

L =
1

2
gMN

[
ẋM ẋN + FMFN + i

(
ψ̄M∇ψN −∇ψ̄MψN

)]
+ ΓM,PQF

MψP ψ̄Q +
1

2
(∂M∂QgPN )ψ̄MψN ψ̄PψQ.

1On leave of absence from ITEP, Moscow, Russia.
2We use the notation of [19] where the numerals count the numbers of the dynamic bosonic, dynamic fermionic,

and auxiliary bosonic fields.
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Here ΓM,PQ are the Christoffel symbols and ∇ψN = ψ̇N + ΓNPQẋ
PψQ. After eliminating the

auxiliary fields FM , the Lagrangian acquires the form

L =
1

2
gMN

[
ẋM ẋN + i

(
ψ̄M∇ψN −∇ψ̄MψN

)]
+

1

2
RMNPQψ̄

MψN ψ̄PψQ,

where RMNPQ is the Riemann tensor.

The geometrical interpretation of this model is also well known. Its Hilbert space can be
mapped onto the space of differential forms such that supercharges can be interpreted as the
exterior derivative operator and its complex conjugate. Thereby, the system amounts to the de
Rham complex [23, 24].

Another complex known to mathematicians, the Dolbeault complex which is defined on
a complex manifold and involves only holomorphic (p, 0)-forms, can also be formulated as a su-
persymmetric sigma model. Its superfield action [17, 18] involves (2,2,0) superfields,

Zj = zj +
√

2θψj − iθθ̄żj , Z̄ j̄ = z̄j̄ −
√

2θ̄ψ̄j̄ + iθθ̄ ˙̄zj̄ ,

j, j̄ = 1, . . . , n, D̄Z = DZ̄ = 0.

In the simplest case,

S = −1

4

∫
dtd2θ hjk̄(Z, Z̄)DZjD̄Z̄ k̄,

where hjk̄ is a Hermitian complex metric.

Coming back to (1.1), it describes the de Rham complex provided the tensor gMN is symmetric
and has the meaning of the target space metric. However, nothing prevents us from asserting
that this tensor has also an imaginary antisymmetric part (we should keep gMN Hermitian,
otherwise we would lose the reality of the Lagrangian and Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian). For
some reasons, the Lagrangians of this type and the associated quantum-mechanical systems
never got any detailed attention in the literature3. Our study is intended to fill up this gap.

There are relationships of our model and the SQM models previously considered. In particu-
lar, we demonstrate that our model can be recovered by an appropriate Hamiltonian reduction
from the general complex N = 2 SQM model possessing some shift isometries and dealing with
the manifolds of the doubled real dimension. So, from the geometric point of view, the consid-
ered class of N = 2 SQM models can be interpreted as a restriction of the Dolbeault complex
to the real slice of the original complex target space.

Second, though the complex thus obtained does not coincide with the de Rham complex
describing the standard (1,2,1) SQM models with symmetric target space metric, it can be
obtained from the latter by a similarity transformation of the holomorphic supercharges. We
demonstrate it explicitly for the simplest 2-dimensional model of this type with the “primordial”
metric gMN = δMN + iεMNb(x). The supercharges that we derive are related by a similarity
transformation to the de Rham supercharges with a conformally flat “associated” metric

hMN =
√

1− b2δMN . (1.3)

For this simple model, we derive the explicit expressions for the quantum supercharges and the
Hamiltonian. The latter does not coincide with the standard de Rham Hamiltonian (i.e. the

3The existence of such models was mentioned in [4, 13, 17]. In particular, it was noticed in [13] that they
cannot be obtained by dimensional reduction from the Lorentz-covariant N = 1, d = 2 sigma models, as distinct
from those based on the Lagrangians (1.1) with symmetric metric (the N = 2, d = 1 multiplets (1,2,1) and
(2,2,0) were termed in [13] as N = 2a and N = 2b, respectively). The precise relation with the general N = 1,
d = 2 sigma model Lagrangian is given in Appendix A.
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covariant Laplacian acting on the forms). This stems from the fact that the similarity transfor-
mations for Q and Q̄ that we use are different (see equation (3.13) below). We demonstrate that
the system exhibits hidden N = 4 supersymmetry at the quantum level: the relevant energy
levels reveal 4-fold degeneracy. We dwell on a special choice of the function b(x) describing the
dynamics on the 2-sphere S2. The detailed analysis of this new N = 2 (and N = 4) SQM model
is performed in the Appendix B. In a certain limit, the Hamiltonian thus obtained is related by
a similarity transformation to the square of the Dirac operator on S2.

2 The general model

Our starting point is the superfield Lagrangian (1.1) where the tensor gMN involves now an
antisymmetric part,

gMN = g(MN) + ib[MN ], (2.1)

with real g(MN), b[MN ]. Plugging there the superfield (1.2), we derive the component Lagrangian

L =
1

2
g(MN)

(
ẋM ẋN + FMFN

)
+ b[MN ]ẋ

MFN +
i

2
g(MN)

(
ψ̄N∇ψM −∇ψ̄NψM

)
− 1

2
b[MN ]

(
ψ̄N ψ̇M − ˙¯ N

ψψM
)
− 1

2
∂P∂Q

(
g(MN) + ib[MN ]

)
ψM ψ̄NψP ψ̄Q

+GM,PQF
MψP ψ̄Q − 1

2

(
∂Mb[NP ] + ∂Nb[MP ]

)
ẋPψM ψ̄N , (2.2)

where

GM,PQ = ΓM,PQ −
i

2

(
∂Mb[PQ] + ∂P b[QM ] + ∂Qb[MP ]

)
=

1

2
(∂P gMQ + ∂QgPM − ∂MgPQ) (2.3)

are complex Christoffel symbols calculated for the complex metric (2.1), while ΓM,PQ are the
standard Christoffels for g(MN)

ΓM,PQ =
1

2

[
∂P g(MQ) + ∂Qg(MP ) − ∂Mg(PQ)

]
, ∇ψM = ψ̇M + ΓMNQẋ

NψQ.

The Lagrangian (2.2) is invariant (modulo a total derivative) under the following N = 2 super-
symmetry transformations

δxM = −εψM + ε̄ψ̄M , δψM = ε̄
(
iẋM − FM

)
,

δψ̄M = −ε
(
iẋM + FM

)
, δFM = i

(
εψ̇M + ε̄ ˙̄ψM

)
. (2.4)

It is worth noting that the whole Lagrangian (2.2) can be written through the Hermitian
metric gMN because it is the latter that enters the generalized superfield Lagrangian (1.1) we
started with. However, the terms with the derivatives of b[MN ] cannot be fully accommodated
through the generalized Christoffel symbols (2.3). For instance, the full part bilinear in the
fermionic fields can be written as

i

2
gMN

(
ψ̄N ψ̇M − ˙̄ψNψM

)
− i

2
(∂SgPN − ∂NgSP )ẋPψSψ̄N ,

and the second piece cannot be written through GM,PQ. This means that the 2-form field b[MN ]

cannot be interpreted as a potential of some closed torsion. Respectively, the Lagrangian (2.2)
and the original superfield Lagrangian do not reveal any extra target space gauge symmetry
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associated with b[MN ]. The only target space gauge symmetry of (1.1) with the Hermitian
metric (2.1) is the diffeomorphisms

δXM = ΛM (X), δgMN = −∂MΛP gPN − ∂NΛP gMP , (2.5)

like in the case of symmetric metric. It is curious that the Hermitian non-symmetric metric, with
the antisymmetric part having no interpretation as a gauge field, was considered by Einstein
and Strauss more than 60 years ago [7, 8] as the basic ingredient of some generalization of
the standard Einstein gravity (for a recent renewal of interest in such theories, see [2, 3] and
references therein).

As one more comment, we mention the extreme possibility of the choice g(MN) = 0 in (2.1). In

this case, the superfield Lagrangian is reduced to ∼b[MN ](X)DXMD̄XN , and the component
Lagrangian (2.2) with g(MN) = 0 provides a new N = 2 supersymmetric extension of the
Chern–Simons quantum mechanics [6, 9, 11, 16], based on the multiplet (1,2,1) (in [16] only
the version built on the chiral (2,2,0) multiplet was considered). In such a model, with non-
degenerate b[MN ], the field FM plays the dynamical role of the canonical momenta for XM and
cannot be eliminated algebraically. Though being worthy of detailed study, this option is beyond
the scope of our consideration in the present paper. In what follows, we assume that g(MN) 6= 0.

After elimination of the auxiliary field FM by its equation of motion

FM = bMP ẋ
P −GMPQψP ψ̄Q

(with the indices being raised with g(MP )), the Lagrangian acquires the form

L =
1

2
g(MN)ẋ

M ẋN − 1

2
g(MN)

(
b[MP ]ẋ

P −GM,PQψ
P ψ̄Q

)(
b[NS]ẋ

S −GN,STψSψ̄T
)

+
i

2
g(MN)

(
ψ̄N∇ψM −∇ψ̄NψM

)
− 1

2
b[MN ]

(
ψ̄N ψ̇M − ˙¯ N

ψψM
)

− 1

2
∂P∂Q(g(MN) + ib[MN ])ψ

M ψ̄NψP ψ̄Q − 1

2
(∂Mb[NP ] + ∂Nb[MP ])ẋ

PψM ψ̄N . (2.6)

Note that the bosonic core of the Lagrangian (2.6) is

Lbos =
1

2
G(MN)ẋ

M ẋN , G(MN) = g(MN) + b[MP ]g
(PS)b[SN ], (2.7)

i.e. the antisymmetric field b[MP ] makes a non-trivial contribution to the target space metric4.
The Lagrangian (2.6) is invariant, up to a total derivative, under the nonlinear supersymmetry

transformations

δxM = −εψM + ε̄ψ̄M , δψM = ε̄
(
iẋM − bMP ẋP +GMPQψ

P ψ̄Q
)
,

δψ̄M = −ε
(
iẋM + bMP ẋ

P −GMPQψP ψ̄Q
)
.

Using these transformations, one can derive the conserved Nöther supercharges

Q = ψM
[
ΠM −

i

2
∂M
(
g(NP ) + ib[NP ]

)
ψN ψ̄P

]
,

Q̄ = ψ̄M
[
ΠM +

i

2
∂M
(
g(NP ) − ib[NP ]

)
ψP ψ̄N

]
, (2.8)

4This metric resembles a block of the generalized bosonic metric in the so called “double field theory” (see,
e.g., [15]) and the metrics obtained via T -duality [14]. However, it differs from such metrics by the sign before
the second term. This important difference is related to the fact that our original non-symmetric metric gMN is
Hermitian, while its counterparts in the references just mentioned are real, with the antisymmetric parts being
gauge fields.
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where

ΠM = g(MN)ẋ
N − g(PN)b[PM ]

(
b[NS]ẋ

S −GN,STψSψ̄T
)

− i

2

(
∂P g(QM) − ∂Qg(PM)

)
ψP ψ̄Q − 1

2

(
∂P b[QM ] + ∂Qb[PM ]

)
ψP ψ̄Q

is the canonical momentum of xM , ΠM = ∂L
∂ẋM

. It is worth noting that it is easier to derive the
supercharges starting just from the off-shell Lagrangian (2.2) and transformations (2.4). The
final expressions for Q, Q̄ do not involve the auxiliary field FM and have the same form (2.8).

When b[MN ] is absent, the supercharges (2.8) acquire the form

Q = ψM
[
ΠM +

i

2
ΓM,NPψ

N ψ̄P
]
, Q̄ = ψ̄M

[
ΠM −

i

2
ΓM,NPψ

P ψ̄N
]
. (2.9)

These are the supercharges of the standard de Rham N = 2 sigma model written in a somewhat
unusual form5. The usual form is

Q = ψM
[
PM − iΩM,ABψAψ̄B

]
, Q̄ = ψ̄M

[
PM − iΩM,ABψ̄AψB

]
, (2.10)

where A, B are the tangent space indices, ψA = eAMψ
M , gMN = eAMeAN , and

ΩM,AB = eAN
(
∂Me

N
B + ΓNMT e

T
B

)
(2.11)

are spin connections.

Note that the canonical momenta PM entering (2.10) are obtained by the variation of the
Lagrangian over ẋM with fixed ψA, ψ̄A, while ΠM appearing in (2.8), (2.9) is obtained by the
variation with fixed ψM , ψ̄M . These two canonical momenta are related as [10],

PM = ΠM −
∂ψ̇A
∂ẋM

∂L

∂ψ̇A
− ∂ ˙̄ψA
∂ẋM

∂L

∂ ˙̄ψA
= ΠM +

i

2
[∂MeAP eAQ − ∂MeAQeAP ]ψP ψ̄Q. (2.12)

For the standard sigma model, the form (2.10) is more convenient because it allows one to
perform the quantization rather straightforwardly. Indeed, the “flat” fermion variables ψA, ψ̄A
constitute, together with xM , PM , the canonically conjugated pairs,{

ψA, ψ̄B
}

P.B.
= −iδAB,

{
xM , PN

}
P.B.

= δMN ,{
ψA, x

M
}

P.B.
=
{
ψ̄A, x

M
}

P.B.
=
{
ψA, PM

}
P.B.

=
{
ψ̄A, PM

}
P.B.

= 0.

When quantizing, we have to replace PM → −i∂/∂M , ψ̄A → ∂/∂ψA and to choose a parti-
cular way of ordering the momenta and coordinates. Especially convenient covariant nilpotent
quantum supercharges have the same functional form as (2.10)6. They are Hermitian-conjugated
to each other, bearing in mind the factor

√
g in the measure,

Q̄ = (det g)−1/2Q†(det g)1/2, (2.13)

where Q† is related to Q by a “naive” conjugation. Other orderings correspond to some extra
conjugations, Q → eWQe−W , Q̄ → e−W Q̄eW . This is interpreted as introducing potentials on
the manifold [23, 24].

5Surprisingly, we were not able to find such a simple representation for the classical supercharges of the (1,2,1)
N = 2 models in literature.

6See [20] for general recipes of resolving the ordering ambiguities in SQM models.
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The variables ψM , ψ̄M satisfy more complicated relations,{
ψM , ψ̄N

}
P.B.

= −igMN ,{
ΠM , ψ

N
}

P.B.
= −1

2
∂Mg

NQψQ,
{

ΠM , ψ̄
N
}

P.B.
= −1

2
∂Mg

NQψ̄Q.

In this case, the quantization procedure is somewhat trickier, with quantum commutators cor-
responding not to the Poisson brackets, but rather to the Dirac brackets.

In our case with non-vanishing b[MN ], we can also introduce canonically conjugated flat

fermion variables related to ψM , ψ̄M by complex vielbeins, and then quantize. We will do this
in the next section for the simplest nontrivial 2-dimensional model.

However, to derive the result that the model (1.1) with generic Hermitian metric gMN can
be obtained by a Hamiltonian reduction of a certain Dolbeault sigma model (the subject of
Section 4), we do not need to come to grips with quantization. The whole reasoning will
be carried out at the classical level and in this case the supercharges (2.8) prove to be more
convenient than the supercharges (2.10).

3 Two-dimensional model. Similarity transformation

The simplest nontrivial case corresponds to just two bosonic coordinates, xM=1,2, with the flat
symmetric part of the metric, g(MN) = δMN . In this case, all expressions are greatly simplified.
In particular, one can write b[MN ] = bεMN . The Christoffels (2.3) vanish. The quartic fermionic
terms in the Lagrangian also vanish. The latter acquires the form

L =
1

2

(
1− b2

)
ẋM ẋM − i

2

(
δMN + ibεMN

)(
ψ̇M ψ̄N − ψM ˙̄ψN

)
− 1

2
[∂MbεNP + ∂NbεMP ] ẋPψM ψ̄N . (3.1)

We will assume b2 < 1. The degenerate case b2 = 1 when the kinetic term vanishes is
discussed at the end of this section. The Lagrangian is then reduced to (3.17). When b2 > 1,
the kinetic term has a ghost signature, which requires a special analysis.

The relevant classical supercharges read

Q = ψM
[
ΠM +

1

2
∂MbεNPψ

N ψ̄P
]
, Q̄ = ψ̄M

[
ΠM −

1

2
∂MbεNPψ

N ψ̄P
]
. (3.2)

In this case, the complex vielbeins transforming the variables ψM , ψ̄M into canonically con-
jugated pairs can be found explicitly,

ψM = eMA ψA, ψ̄M = ēMA ψ̄A, ψA = eAMψ
M , ψ̄A = ēAM ψ̄

M , (3.3)

eAM = g+δAM − ig−εAM , ēAM = g+δAM + ig−εAM ,

eMA = eAM/
√

1− b2, ēMA = ēAM/
√

1− b2, (3.4)

where

g± =
1

2

(√
1 + b±

√
1− b

)
.

These vielbeins satisfy the relations

eAM ēAN = δMN + ibεMN , eAMe
M
B = δAB, eAMe

N
A = δNM , and c.c.
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The Lagrangian (3.1) can then be rewritten as

L =
1

2

(
1− b2

)
ẋM ẋM − i

2

(
ψ̇Aψ̄A − ψA ˙̄ψA

)
− 1

2
[∂MbεNP + ∂NbεMP ]ẋP eMA ē

N
BψAψ̄B (3.5)

(note that the vielbein time derivatives coming from the two parts of the fermion kinetic term
are canceled amongst each other). With this form of the Lagrangian, it is obvious that ψA, ψ̄B
and PM , xN indeed constitute the mutually commuting canonical pairs.

The classical supercharges (3.2) can be expressed via the fermion variables with the tangent
space indices. The direct substitution gives

Q = ψAe
M
A

[
ΠM +

∂Mb

2(1− b2)
(εBC + ibδBC)ψBψ̄C

]
,

Q̄ = ψ̄Aē
M
A

[
ΠM −

∂Mb

2(1− b2)
(εBC + ibδBC)ψBψ̄C

]
. (3.6)

An important point is that, in the considered case, due to the specific structure of the vielbeins,
the following equality holds

PM = ΠM +
i

2

[(
∂Me

A
P

)
ēAQ − (∂M ē

A
Q)eAP

]
ψP ψ̄Q = ΠM .

It is a straightforward exercise to make sure that these supercharges form the standardN = 2,
d = 1 superalgebra

{Q,Q}P.B. = {Q̄, Q̄}P.B. = 0, {Q, Q̄}P.B. = −2iHcl,

where Hcl is the classical Hamiltonian corresponding to the Lagrangian (3.1) (or (3.5)),

Hcl =
1

2(1− b2)

[
ΠM +

1

2
(∂T bεNM + ∂NbεTM )ψT ψ̄N

]2

. (3.7)

We notice now that, using antisymmetry of the expressions like ψAψB under the permutation
A↔ B and 2-dimensional specifics, one can get rid of the structure δBC in the supercharges (3.6)
and rewrite them as

Q = ψAe
M
A

(
ΠM − iΩM,BCψBψ̄C

)
, Q̄ = ψ̄Aē

M
A

(
ΠM − iΩ̄M,BCψ̄BψC

)
(3.8)

with

ΩM,BC =
εBC

2
(
1− b2

) (bεNM∂Nb+ i∂Mb) . (3.9)

This object has an interesting geometric interpretation. It is just the spin connection for the
complex vielbeins eAM , eNB defined in (3.4). It can be computed by the standard formulae

ΩM,AB = eAN
(
∂Me

N
B + Γ̂NMT e

T
B

)
= eCMΩC,AB,

ΩC,AB = eMB e
N
A∂[MeCN ] + eMB e

N
C ∂[MeAN ] + eMC e

N
A∂[MeBN ]

=
1

2
(
1− b2

)εAB (ieMC ∂Mb+ beMD ∂MbεDC
)
.

Here, Γ̂NMT is the standard Levi-Civita connection for the real conformally flat metric hMN =
eAMeAN =

√
1− b2δMN as in (1.3).
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Consider the real part of the spin connection (3.9). One observes that it can be interpreted
as the standard spin connection (2.11) for the same conformally flat metric hMN , but with the
naturally chosen real vielbeins

ẽAM =
(
1− b2

)1/4
δAM . (3.10)

Being truncated in this way, the supercharges (3.8) coincide with the supercharges of the stan-
dard (1,2,1) supersymmetric sigma model (2.10), though involving the new metric hMN , equa-
tion (1.3), which is different from (but conformal to) the bosonic target metric in (3.1). So
the quantum version of these supercharges describes the de Rham complex associated with the
metric hMN .

Now, come back to the full expressions (3.8). They are classical. Once again, to obtain the
quantum supercharges, one should order the fermion operators in a certain particular way. Let
us do it in the same way as for the standard de Rham supercharges. We thus write

Qqu = −iψA
(
eMA ∂M + ΩA,BCψ̄BψC

)
, Q̄qu = −iψ̄A

(
ēMA ∂M + Ω̄A,BCψBψ̄C

)
. (3.11)

One easily checks that these supercharges are nilpotent and hence satisfy the standard quantum
N = 2 superalgebra. The anticommutator {Q̄qu, Qqu} gives the quantum Hamiltonian Hqu:

Hqu =
1

2(1− b2)

[
−∂M∂M +

1

i
(∂T bεNM + ∂NbεTM )eTAē

N
BψAψ̄B∂M

+
1

2
(∂T b∂Mb)e

T
Aē

M
B e

S
Dē

S
CψAψDψ̄Bψ̄C

]
− 1

2

(
ēMA ∂Me

N
A + eNA Ω̄C,CA

)
∂N +

1

2

(
eMA ∂M Ω̄C,BC − ēMD ∂MΩB,AD

)
ψAψ̄B. (3.12)

An important observation is that the supercharges (3.11) can be obtained from the quantum
supercharges of the de Rham complex with the metric (1.3) and vielbeins (3.10) by a similarity
transformation

Qqu = R−1Qde RhamR, Q̄qu = RQ̄de RhamR−1, (3.13)

with

R = exp

{
i

4
ln

1 + b

1− b
εABψAψ̄B

}
. (3.14)

The operator (3.14) is not unitary, R† = R rather than R−1, and hence Qqu and Q̄qu are rotated
in a different manner. The relations (3.13), (3.14) imply that the property (2.13) that holds for
the de Rham supercharges holds as well for Qqu, Q̄qu. In other words, the supercharges (3.13)
are mutually Hermitian with the measure

√
h =
√

1− b2.
By construction, the Hamiltonian (3.12) is Hermitian with the same measure. It does not

seem to be related, however, to the de Rham Hamiltonian (the covariant Laplacian) by any
similarity transformation and has, as we will see, a distinct spectrum. In the sectors F = 0, 2,
the Hamiltonian is reduced to the simple expressions

2HF=0 =
1

1− b2
P 2
M −

ib∂Mb+ εPM∂P b

(1− b2)2
PM ,

2HF=2 =
1

1− b2
P 2
M −

ib∂Mb− εPM∂P b
(1− b2)2

PM . (3.15)

It is clear that for any eigenfunction ΨF=0 of HF=0, the complex conjugate function ΨF=2 =(
ΨF=0

)?
is an eigenfunction of HF=2 with the same eigenvalue. Supersymmetry dictates that
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the states QquΨF=0 and Q̄quΨF=2 have also the same energy. Thus, in this case, the energy
levels display a 4-fold degeneracy and, hence, the system enjoys in fact an extended N = 4 su-
persymmetry. One can remind here that any 2-dimensional manifold is Kähler and hence the de
Rham complex can be extended to the Kähler–de Rham complex with extended supersymmetry.
There is no reason to believe, however, that such an extended supersymmetry is also valid in
the generic higher-dimensional case.

Note that the N = 2 superfield action corresponding to the Lagrangian (1.1) with gMN =
δMN + ib(X)εMN , M,N = 1, 2, reveals no any obvious second N = 2 supersymmetry which
would complete the manifest N = 2 one to N = 4. So the N = 4 supersymmetry we have
observed either is realized by highly nonlinear superfield transformations involving the target
potential b(X), or is a pure quantum-mechanical phenomenon, like in [21]. In any case, the
underlying N = 4 supermultiplet is an on-shell version of the multiplet (2,4,2), and its field
content is the same as for two N = 2 multiplets (1,2,1)7.

A non-triviality of the quantum problem considered in this section is the existence of four
different metrics which should not be confused with each other. For reader’s convenience, we
thus reiterate.

• First, there is the primordial complex Hermitian metric (2.1). Its geometric meaning will
be clarified in the next section.

• The symmetric part g(MN) of this complex metric does not have a special meaning (at
least, we do not see it), but it enters the formulae (2.6), (2.7) in Section 2.

• Next, there is the “kinetic metric” (2.7) that determines the bosonic dynamics. It is con-
structed from both g(MN) and the antisymmetric potential b[MN ]. In the two-dimensional

case, it boils down to hkinetic
MN = (1− b2)δMN .

• Finally, there is an “associated metric” – the metric of the de Rham complex with super-
charges related to our supercharges by a similarity transformation. In the 2-dimensional
case, we have derived hassociated

MN =
√

1− b2δMN .

A detailed analysis of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian (3.12) in the simple case when the
kinetic metric hMN ∝ δMN/(1+x2

P )2 describes the 2-sphere S2 is performed in the Appendix B.

As was mentioned above, the whole consideration above was performed assuming b2 < 1.
When b2 > 1, the spectrum of the Hamiltonian does not have a bottom (but is probably bounded
from above). At the points b = ±1, the bosonic metric in (3.1) vanishes and, furthermore, the
matrices δMN ± iεMN entering the fermionic terms get degenerate. It is interesting to see
what happens with the original superfield Lagrangian at these special points. Without loss
of generality, we can choose, e.g., b = 1. The Lagrangian (1.1) with gMN = δMN + iεMN ,
M,N = 1, 2, is reduced to

L(b=1) = −1

2

∫
dθdθ̄ DZD̄Z̄, Z := X1 − iX2, Z̄ = X1 + iX2. (3.16)

The (anti)chiral spinor superfields Ψ := DZ, Ψ̄ = −D̄Z̄, DΨ = D̄Ψ̄ = 0, are just the superfield
strengths of the purely fermionic N = 2 supermultiplet (0,2,2), with Z, Z̄ being the relevant
gauge prepotentials exhibiting the gauge freedom

Z → Z +DΩ, Z̄ → Z̄ − D̄Ω̄, Ω = ω + θφ+ θ̄σ + θθ̄δ.

7This N = 2 splitting of the multiplet (2,4,2), is different from the splitting (2,4,2) = (2,2,0) ⊕ (0,2,2),
considered in [18] and yielding the standard Kählerian N = 4 supersymmetric mechanics.
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Here, ω, δ and φ, σ are arbitrary fermionic and bosonic complex functions8. Using this gauge
freedom, one can choose the “Wess–Zumino gauge”

Z = θλ+ θθ̄g, Z̄ = −θ̄λ̄+ θθ̄ḡ,

in which the Lagrangian (3.16) is reduced to

L(b=1) =
i

2

(
λ̄λ̇− ˙̄λλ

)
+

1

2
gḡ, (3.17)

that is the free Lagrangian of the multiplet (0,2,2). Thus at the points b = ±1 we end up
with the (0,2,2) Lagrangian. The original two (1,2,1) multiplets are combined into a complex
gauge bosonic superfield which provides an alternative description of the (0,2,2) multiplet. On
shell g = 0, and the relevant Hamiltonian and supercharges vanish.

4 Hamiltonian reduction

The geometric meaning of the model considered can be further clarified by addressing a special
class of complex n-dimensional manifolds with the Hermitian metric

hjk̄ = g(jk) + ib[jk], (hjk̄)
† = hkj̄ ,

and constraining the real functions g(jk), b[jk] to depend only on the real parts of the complex
variables zj (j = 1, . . . , n).

As was mentioned above, one can define on complex manifolds N = 2 supersymmetric sigma
models [17, 18] whose supercharges are isomorphic to the exterior holomorphic derivative and
its conjugate and realize thereby Dolbeault complex. The underlying N = 2 multiplets are
of the (2,2,0) type, such that each complex bosonic coordinate zj has one complex fermionic
superpartner ψj . In other words, Dolbeault sigma model for a manifold of complex dimension n
has the same number of holomorphic fermion variables as de Rham sigma model or quasicomplex
sigma model on a manifold of real dimension n. Hilbert spaces in the former and in the latter
are therefore tightly connected.

For sure, the mapping between the (2,2,0) models and the Dolbeault complexes known to
mathematicians and similarity between Hilbert spaces of different complexes concern quantum
supercharges in the first place. However, in order to establish the correspondence between
our supercharges and the Dolbeault supercharges, it is sufficient to compare only the classical
versions of the two sets.

We introduce holomorphic vielbeins satisfying9

eake
ā
ī = hkī, ekae

ī
ā = hīk, hīkhkj̄ = δīj̄ , hkj̄h

j̄l = δlk,

eake
j
a = δjk, ekae

b
k = δba, eāk̄e

j̄
ā = δj̄

k̄
, ek̄āe

b̄
k̄ = δb̄ā.

The Dolbeault N = 2 supercharges were written in [18] in the form analogous to (2.10)10,

Q = ψk
(
Pk − iψ̄āψbΩk,āb

)
, Q̄ = ψ̄k̄

(
Pk̄ + iψ̄āψbΩ̄k̄,bā

)
, (4.1)

where Ωj,āb = eap(∂je
p
b + Γpjke

k
b ) are complex spin connections and the momentum PM is the

canonical momentum calculated at fixed ψa, ψ̄ā. For further convenience, we omitted the

8The superfield gauge parameter Ω itself is defined up to addition of an arbitrary antichiral superfield, so only
the gauge parameters φ and δ actually matter.

9We follow the notation of Section 2 of [18], where the reader is redirected for further details.
10See equation (3.15) of [18], where one has to set W = 0.
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factors
√

2 compared to the expressions in [18], so the relevant Hamiltonians coincide with each
other up to the factor 1/2.

To establish the sought correspondence with the quasicomplex model of the preceding sec-
tions, it is convenient to rewrite the supercharges (4.1) in terms of the fermionic variables with
the world indices, like in (2.8), (2.9). We obtain

Q = ψj
(

Πj +
i

2
Γj,kp̄ψ

kψ̄p̄
)
, Q̄ = ψ̄j

(
Πj̄ −

i

2
Γj̄,kp̄ψ

kψ̄p̄
)
. (4.2)

Here,

Γj,kp̄ =
1

2
(∂khjp̄ − ∂jhkp̄), Γj̄,kp̄ =

1

2
(∂p̄hkj̄ − ∂j̄hkp̄), (4.3)

and the momenta Πj , Πj̄ are related to Pj , Pj̄ in the same way as in (2.12),

Pj = Πj +
i

2

[
(∂je

a
p)ē

ā
q̄ − (∂je

ā
q̄)e

a
p

]
ψpψ̄q̄, Pj̄ = Πj̄ +

i

2

[
(∂j̄e

a
p)ē

ā
q̄ − (∂j̄e

ā
q̄)e

a
p

]
ψpψ̄q̄. (4.4)

Note that the Christoffel symbols (4.3) vanish for Kähler manifolds, killing the three-fermion
terms in (4.2). This nice property is specific for the form (4.2) of the supercharges.

Requiring the metric and vielbeins to depend only on the real parts of zj amounts to assum-
ing that the manifold involves isometries realized as shifts in the imaginary directions. One can
observe that, in this case, the Poisson brackets of the supercharges (and hence of the Hamilto-
nian) with the generator of these imaginary shifts Πj −Πj̄ = Pj −Pj̄ all vanish. This allows one
to perform a Hamiltonian reduction – to identify Πj ≡ Πj̄ and to forget about the imaginary
parts of the coordinates whatsoever.

Physically, the picture becomes more transparent at the quantum level – one can observe that
the metric isometries allow one to define the Hamiltonian acting on the restricted Hilbert space,
with the wave functions depending only on Re zj .11 But, for establishing the correspondence,
one can stay at the classical level.

One has a pleasure to observe that, after this identification, the expressions (4.2) coincide
with (2.8). In particular, the 2-dimensional model of the previous section can be obtained by
the Hamiltonian reduction from the complex Dolbeault model living on a manifold of complex
dimension 2 with the metric hjk̄ = δjk + ibεjk and the vielbeins (3.3).

For completeness, we will finally discuss the same reduction directly in terms of Hamiltonians.
The classical Hamiltonian of the complex N = 2 model (with the vanishing background gauge
potential, i.e. with W = 0) was written in [18] as

Hcl = hk̄j
(
Pj + iΩ̂j,b̄aψ

aψ̄b̄
)(
Pk̄ − i ˆ̄Ωk̄,cd̄ψ

cψ̄d̄
)
− etaejcel̄b̄e

k̄
d̄(∂t∂l̄hjk̄)ψ

aψcψ̄b̄ψ̄d̄,

where

Ω̂j,b̄a = −Ω̂j,ab̄ = ebk∂je
k
a + et̄b̄e

k
aΓ̂t̄,jk, Γ̂t̄,jk = ∂khjt̄.

After passing everywhere to the world indices (in particular, by making use of the relation (4.4))
and identifying ∂j = ∂j̄ , this Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

Hcl = hk̄j
[
Πj + i

(
∂phjq̄ −

1

2
∂jhpq̄

)
ψpψ̄q

] [
Πk − i

(
∂phqk̄ −

1

2
∂khqp̄

)
ψqψ̄p

]
− ∂t∂lhjk̄ψtψjψ̄lψ̄k. (4.5)

For the 2-dimensional target metric hjk̄ = δjk + ibεjk the last term in (4.5) vanishes and Hcl

nicely coincides with (3.7), up to the overall factor 1/2.

11In fact, the conditions Πj −Πj̄ = 0 represent first class constraints, like the Gauss law constraint in standard
gauge theories. Our reduced system (2.6) can thus be interpreted as a certain gauge model with the constraints
resolved. At the level of off-shell superfield actions, the same reduction could presumably be accomplished using
the gauging techniques of [5].
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5 Summary and outlook

In this paper, we introduced and studied a new class of N = 2 supersymmetric quantum
mechanical systems, the quasicomplex quantum mechanics. Its superfield Lagrangian involves,
besides the standard metric term, also an antisymmetric tensor which cannot be identified with
any torsion potential. These two terms are naturally joined into a non-symmetric Hermitian
target space superfield metric. In components, the antisymmetric tensor generates some non-
trivial target bosonic metric even in the case when the standard metric is flat.

From the geometrical point of view, these models realize a new complex which coincides nei-
ther with the de Rham complex nor with the Dolbeault one and seems not to be discussed earlier
by mathematicians. However, they are still related in a certain way to both these complexes.

• First, as we have seen, a quasicomplex sigma model living on a real n-dimensional manifold
can be reproduced through Hamiltonian reduction from the Dolbeault N = 2 models living
on a manifold of complex dimension n and possessing appropriate isometries. The latter
allow one to get rid of a half of real bosonic coordinates.

• Second, they may be related to a certain de Rham complex through a similarity transfor-
mation of the holomorphic quantum supercharges.

We explicitly constructed here such a transformation in the simplest two-dimensional examp-
le. However, as was recently shown [22], both the generic multidimensional quasicomplex sys-
tem (2.8) and the standard de Rham system (2.9) can be related to a free system by the proper
similarity transformations of the supercharges. Thus, a combination of these transformations
gives a generic similarity transformation quasicomplex → de Rham, a multidimensional gene-
ralization of the transformation (3.13). Perhaps it is worth mentioning once more that this
similarity of the two systems does not imply their equivalency: their Hamiltonians do not coin-
cide and have different spectra.

We studied in detail the simplest 2-dimensional version of these unusual models and found
that, at the quantum level, the spectrum involves a 4-fold degeneracy of the states, thus ex-
hibiting a hidden N = 4 supersymmetry. Studying (in Appendix B) the spectrum further,
we discovered its rather interesting features. In a certain limit, the spectrum consists of su(2)
multiplets with half-integer momenta in both fermionic and bosonic sectors. The Hamiltonian
is related by a similarity transformation to the square of the Dirac operator, H = /D2.12

Studying the spectra of more complicated quasicomplex Hamiltonians in higher dimensions
would be highly desirable.

A Relation to N = 1, d = 2 sigma model

Here we will consider the one-dimensional reduction of the most general superfield Lagrangian
of the N = 1, d = 2 sigma model associated with the real superfield XM .

Following [13], such a Lagrangian in the light-cone parametrization of the N = 1, d = 2
superspace can be written as

L(d=2) =

∫
dθ+dθ−

{
G(MN)D+X

MD−X
N +B[MN ]D+X

MD−X
N

+G−−[MN ]D−X
MD−X

N +G++
[MN ]D+X

MD+X
N
}
, (A.1)

where θ± are real Grassmann coordinates, D± = ∂
∂θ± + iθ±∂±±, (D±)2 = i∂±±, (D±) = −D±,

and G(MN)(X), B[MN ](X), G±±[MN ](X) are real functions. Since XM are d = 2 Lorentz scalars,

12We want to stress that in this case we are talking about the similarity transformation of the Hamiltonians
that gives the equivalence of the spectra, mapping of the wave functions, etc.
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the last two terms in (A.1) explicitly break d = 2 Lorentz covariance. The Lagrangian (A.1)
exhibits invariance under the target space diffeomorphisms realized like in (2.5) and gauge
transformations associated with the antisymmetric field B[MN ]

δB[MN ](X) = ∂MAN (X)− ∂NAM (X), (A.2)

where AN (X) are arbitrary real parameters. The d = 2 Lorentz breaking tensors G±±[MN ] do not
introduce any additional target space gauge freedom.

Now we pass to the complex coordinates θ = θ+ + iθ−, θ̄ = θ+− iθ−, and the complex spinor
derivatives

D+ = D − D̄, D− = i(D + D̄),

{D,D} = {D̄, D̄} =
i

2
(∂++ − ∂−−), {D, D̄} = − i

2
(∂++ + ∂−−). (A.3)

In terms of D, D̄ the Lagrangian (A.1), up to an overall numerical coefficient, can be rewritten as∫
dθ̄dθ

{
(g(MN) + ib[MN ])DX

MD̄XN

+
1

2
B[MN ]DX

MDXN − 1

2
B̄[MN ]D̄X

MD̄XN

}
, (A.4)

where

g(MN) = G(MN), b[MN ] = G++
[MN ] +G−−[MN ],

B[MN ] = B[MN ] − i
(
G++

[MN ] − (G−−[MN ]

)
, B̄[MN ] = B[MN ] + i

(
G++

[MN ] − (G−−[MN ]

)
.

After performing the d = 2 → d = 1 dimensional reduction as ∂++ = ∂−− = −2∂t, the spinor
derivatives (A.3) become the N = 2, d = 1 spinor derivatives and (A.4) is recognized as the
Lagrangian (1.1) with the non-symmetric Hermitian metric (2.1) modified by terms with extra
antisymmetric tensor fields B[MN ], B̄[MN ]. These objects are gauge potentials of the torsion on
the target space [10], with the same gauge transformation law as in (A.2). The field b[MN ] does

not bring in any new target space gauge freedom like its d = 2 prototypes G±±[MN ].

B Hamiltonian (3.12) on S2 and its spectrum

Consider first the Hamiltonian in the sector F = 0 written in equation (3.15). Introduce the
complex coordinates,

∂1 =
µ√
2

(∂w + ∂w̄) , ∂2 =
iµ√

2
(∂w̄ − ∂w) .

The S2 case is obtained by identifying

1− b2 =
ρ

(1 + ww̄)2

(µ and ρ are arbitrary real constants). This implies

b = ±
√

(1 +X)2 − ρ
1 +X

, b′ = ± ρ

(1 +X)2
√

(1 +X)2 − ρ
, X := ww̄. (B.1)
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Choosing in (B.1) the positive sign and substituting it into (3.15), we obtain the Hamiltonian

HS2 =
µ2

ρ

[
−(1 + ww̄)2∂∂̄ − 1

2
(1 + ww̄)(w∂ + w̄∂̄) +

1

2

(1 + ww̄)2√
(1 + ww̄)2 − ρ

J

]
, (B.2)

where

J = w∂ − w̄∂̄ (B.3)

is the charge operator which commutes with the whole HS2 .
The Hamiltonian (B.2) is Hermitian with the measure

√
1− b2 ∝ 1/(1+ww̄) (see the remark

after (3.14)). Thus, the Hilbert space where this Hamiltonian acts involves the wave functions
normalized as∫

|Ψ(w, w̄)|2 dwdw̄

1 + ww̄
= 1. (B.4)

It is 1 + ww̄ downstairs, not (1 + ww̄)2 as for the standard Laplacian on S2!
In the sector J = 0, the Hamiltonian acquires a particularly simple form, such that the

spectrum and wave functions can be found analytically. Indeed, introducing the variable z =
1−X
1+X (it is none other than the cosine of the polar angle on S2), the Schrödinger equation acquires
in this sector the form(

z2 − 1
)
Ψ′′(z) + (z + 1)Ψ′(z) = EΨ(z). (B.5)

The solutions are Jacobi polynomials,

Ψm(z) = (1 + z)P 0,1
m (z), m = 1, . . . ,

which gives the spectrum

Em = m2. (B.6)

Note that we have excluded the function Ψ = const (which is a formal solution of (B.5)), because
it is not normalizable with the measure in (B.4). This means that the zero-energy states are
absent in the spectrum and supersymmetry is thus broken. The first few states are

Ψ1(z) = 1 + z, Ψ2(z) = (1 + z)(1− 3z),

Ψ3(z) = (1 + z)
(
1 + 2z − 5z2

)
, . . . . (B.7)

When J 6= 0, the situation is more complicated. The relevant wave functions are eigenfunc-
tions of J with integer non-zero eigenvalues. We pose

ΨJ = wJfJ(z)(J > 0), ΨJ = w̄|J |gJ(J < 0).

The Schrödinger equation for ΨJ>0 is reduced to the following equation for fJ ,

(
z2 − 1

)
f ′′J + (1 + 2J + z)f ′J −

J

1 + z

1− 1√
1− ρ (1+z)2

4

 fJ = EfJ . (B.8)

The function gJ satisfies the similar equation with J being replaced by |J | and with the opposite
sign before the second term in the round brackets. These equations can be solved numerically,
when imposing proper boundary conditions.
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In the sector F = 2, the Hamiltonian is the same as in (B.2) up to the opposite sign for
the last term. The spectrum is the same as for F = 0, but with the complex conjugated wave
functions. The states in the sector F = 1 are obtained by the action of the supercharges.

Notice now that the problem is drastically simplified in the limit ρ, µ → 0, the ratio µ2/ρ
being kept fixed. Let the latter be 1. The Hamiltonian acquires the form

H(ρ=0) = −(1 + ww̄)2∂∂̄ − (1 + ww̄)w̄∂̄. (B.9)

One can observe now that this Hamiltonian commutes not only with (B.3), but also with the
operators

J+ = ∂ + w̄2∂̄, J− = ∂̄ + w2∂ + w. (B.10)

They are mutually (anti)conjugated with respect to the measure ∼ 1
1+ww̄ and form the su(2)

algebra,

[J+, J−] = 2J3, [J±, J3] = ±J±,

with J3 = J + 1/2.
This means that the eigenstates of (B.9) represent SU(2) multiplets. An amusing fact is that,

in contrast to the case of the ordinary Laplacian, 4 = (1+ w̄w)2∂∂̄, these multiplets correspond
to half-integer momenta. Indeed, in the ground state (with E = 1), we find a doublet,

Ψ0 =
1

1 + ww̄
, Ψ+ =

w̄

1 + ww̄
. (B.11)

These states are obtained from one another by the action of J+ and J−. At the level E = 4, we
have four states,

Ψ− =
w

(1 + ww̄)2
, Ψ0 =

1− 2ww̄

(1 + ww̄)2
, Ψ+ =

w̄(2− ww̄)

(1 + ww̄)2
, Ψ++ =

w̄2

(1 + ww̄)2
. (B.12)

Note that the J = 0 reduction of the general Hamiltonian (B.2) exactly coincides with the
reduction of (B.9) since w∂w = w̄∂w̄ on the J = 0 wave functions. Hence (B.9) has the same
energy spectrum given by (B.6) and all neutral components of the above SU(2) multiplets are
simultaneously eigenfunctions of the generic J = 0 Hamiltonian. In particular, the neutral
functions Ψ0 in (B.11) and (B.12) coincide, up to numerical coefficients, with Ψ1 and Ψ2 in the
sequence (B.7). Posing m = s+ 1/2, we represent the spectrum (B.6) as

Es = s(s+ 1) + 1/4 (B.13)

with the multiplicity 2s + 1. The Hamiltonian (B.9) represents the Casimir operator of the
algebra {J±, J3} shifted by a constant. Indeed, it is easy to directly check that for the realiza-
tion (B.10)

C2 = −1

2

[
J+J− + J−J+ − 2(J3)2

]
= H(ρ=0) −

1

4
.

One can recall now that the spectrum (B.13) is also characteristic for the Dirac operator on S2

in the case when the gauge field is absent and only spin connections are taken into account (see,
e.g., [1]). And, indeed, one can observe that the Hamiltonian (B.9) is related to the square of

the Dirac operator multiplied by the positive chirality projector, H
(+)
D = /D2 1+σ3

2 and expressed
via complex variables w, w̄ by a similarity transformation,

H(ρ=0) =
1√

1 + ww̄
H

(+)
D

√
1 + ww̄.
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This transformation changes the measure: the eigenfunctions of HD are normalized with the
standard measure ∝ 1/(1 +ww̄)2, while the eigenfunctions of H(ρ=0) are normalized as in (B.4).
For instance, the wave functions (B.11) correspond to the following set of the spin 1/2 eigen-

functions for H
(+)
D :

Ψ
(+)
0 =

1√
1 + ww̄

, Ψ
(+)
+ =

w̄√
1 + ww̄

.

The same similarity transformation transforms H
(−)
D = /D2 1−σ3

2 to the Hamiltonian

H ′(ρ=0) = −(1 + ww̄)2∂∂̄ − (1 + ww̄)w∂,

which coincides with the Hamiltonian of our model in the sector F = 2 in the limit ρ → 0! As
was discussed in Section 3, it has the same spectrum as (B.9) with the complex conjugated wave
functions. The corresponding realization of the SU(2) generators is as follows

J ′+ = ∂ + w̄2∂̄ + w̄, J ′− = ∂̄ + w2∂, J ′3 = J − 1

2
. (B.14)

For completeness, it is instructive to explicitly give how the Hamiltonians H
(±)
D look in our

notation,

H
(±)
D = −(1 + ww̄)2∂∂̄ ± 1

2
(1 + ww̄)

(
w∂w − w̄∂w̄ ±

1

2

)
+

1

4
.

The relevant realizations of the SU(2) generators are obtained from (B.10) and (B.14) by the
same similarity transformation:

J
(±)
+ = ∂ + w̄2∂̄ ∓ 1

2
w̄, J

(±)
− = ∂̄ + w2∂ ± 1

2
w, J

(±)
3 = J ± 1

2
.

To understand better what happens, let us look at the supercharges. In the limit µ, ρ→ 0, the
supercharge Q in (3.11) depends only on one holomorphic fermion variable χ = (ψ1 + iψ2)/

√
2.

Similarly, Q̄ depends only on χ̄:

Q = −i
√

2χ(1 + ww̄)∂̄, Q̄ = −i
√

2χ̄(1 + ww̄)∂. (B.15)

The similarity transformation

(Q, Q̄)⇒
√

1 + ww̄(Q, Q̄)
1√

1 + ww̄
= (Q̃, ¯̃Q)

(the same for Q and Q̄!) gives the supercharges

Q̃ = −i
√

2χ(1+ww̄)

[
∂̄− w

2(1+ww̄)

]
, ¯̃Q = −i

√
2χ̄(1+ww̄)

[
∂− w̄

2(1+ww̄)

]
. (B.16)

There is only one holomorphic fermion variable here, and the system can be described in terms
of the (2,2,0) superfield. The supercharges (B.16) coincide (if identifying w ≡ z̄) with those
in equation (3.26) of [18] brought on the sphere, with setting W = 0 (no gauge field). After
mapping ψ1,2 → σ1,2/

√
2, the supercharges (B.16) are mapped onto /D 1±σ3

2 .
Coming back to the spectrum of the full supersymmetric Hamiltonian in the limit ρ → 0,

it represents two copies of the spectrum of the system (B.15). Indeed, the full Hilbert space
involves the functions Ψ(w, w̄, χ, λ) where λ = (ψ1−iψ2)/

√
2 is the holomorphic fermion variable

orthogonal to χ. Thus, one can, e.g., multiply the fermion state of the system (B.15) by λ to
obtain the state in the sector F = 2 of the full Hamiltonian with the same energy.

Note finally that such a nice interpretation reducing the problem to something already known
is possible only in the limit ρ→ 0. When ρ 6= 0, the spectrum of the states with J 6= 0 does not
coincide with (B.6) (this is best seen if assuming ρ in equation (B.8) to be small and finding
out that the perturbative corrections ∝ ρ to the spectrum (B.6) do not vanish) and we obtain
something new.
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